Efficient delivery of therapeutic nanoparticles (TNPs) to tumors is critical in improving efficacy, yet strategies that universally maximize tumoral targeting by TNP modification have been difficult to achieve in the clinic. Instead of focusing on TNP optimization, we show that the tumor microenvironment itself can be therapeutically primed to facilitate accumulation of multiple clinically relevant TNPs. Building on the recent finding that tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) can serve as nanoparticle drug depots, we demonstrate that local tumor irradiation substantially increases TAM relative to tumor cells and, thus, TNP delivery. High-resolution intravital imaging reveals that after radiation, TAM primarily accumulate adjacent to microvasculature, elicit dynamic bursts of extravasation, and subsequently enhance drug uptake in neighboring tumor cells. TAM depletion eliminates otherwise beneficial radiation effects on TNP accumulation and efficacy, and controls with unencapsulated drug show that radiation effects are more pronounced with TNPs. Priming with combined radiation and cyclophosphamide enhances vascular bursting and tumoral TNP concentration, in some cases leading to a sixfold increase of TNP accumulation in the tumor, reaching 6% of the injected dose per gram of tissue. Radiation therapy alters tumors for enhanced TNP delivery in a TAM-dependent fashion, and these observations have implications for the design of next-generation tumor-targeted nanomaterials and clinical trials for adjuvant strategies.

INTRODUCTION

Therapeutic nanoparticles (TNPs) have been developed to improve the safety and efficacy of encapsulated antineoplastic payloads, including clinically approved nanof ormulations that encapsulate doxorubicin (DOXIL, Caelyx, and Myocet), irinotecan (Onivyde), paclitaxel (Abraxane), and vincristine (Marqibo). Many other TNPs are undergoing clinical development for cancer indications, using related cytotoxic payloads such as daunorubicin, cytorexine, platinum derivatives, and more recently, molecularly targeted inhibitors (1). Extensive work has demonstrated the potential of TNPs to (i) extend drug release and systemic pharmacokinetics, (ii) reduce the need for toxic drug solvents and prolonged intravenous infusions, (iii) facilitate combination treatments, and (iv) increase tumoral drug accumulation. This last feature is thought to occur through “passive targeting” by enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effects including irregular tumor vasculature, dysfunctional lymphatics, and increased cellular uptake (2). Unfortunately, clinical trials have shown mixed efficacy of TNPs relative to solvent-based drug formulations, presumably due to heterogeneous EPR effects (3) and poor TNP delivery to the tumor. In most cases, >95% of TNP fail to reach the tumor target, and by some metrics, this poor efficiency has failed to substantially improve over the past decade (4). One strategy to overcome this issue has been active molecular targeting of TNP to cells via affinity ligands and antibodies. However, a recent meta-analysis revealed that active targeting typically increases the percent injected dose (%ID) by only 50% compared to passively targeted TNPs (4), and clinical trials often show equivocal improvement (5, 6).

These results underscore how cellular and anatomical features of the tumor microenvironment represent major limiting factors to delivery of both passive and actively targeted TNPs alike. For instance, vascular permeability is higher in many solid tumors, which theoretically should enable enhanced TNP uptake; nonetheless, recent reports highlight dynamic and heterogeneous macromolecular transport within tumors, characterized by long periods of poor vascular permeability punctuated by brief “bursts” of extravasation into the tumor tissue (7, 8). Thus, therapeutically enhancing hyperpermeable bursts represents a clear opportunity for improving TNP delivery to tumors. However, the mechanisms to do so are relatively unknown.

Several studies have shown that local tumor radiation therapy (RT) is a clinically ubiquitous tool with the potential to improve TNP delivery via effects on endothelial architecture, permeability, and decreased interstitial fluid pressure in the tumor (9). However, the integration of many RT-mediated microenvironmental and vascular changes with cellular-level mechanisms has been poorly understood, leading to unclear strategies for the timing and fractionation of RT. For instance, although tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) have been implicated in RT response (9, 10) and TNP delivery (11), it is still unclear whether TAM are a requirement for RT-mediated EPR effects and by what mechanism they may influence TNP uptake after RT. Consequently, results for clinical trials that combine RT with TNP administration have often been mixed and underwhelming (9).

To address these issues, we combined computational modeling tools (12) with multicolor intravital microscopy (IVM) at single-cell resolution (13) to study how RT may improve TNP delivery. We bridge concepts and mechanisms from disparate studies that show the importance of TAM in modulating RT response via angiogenic and prosurvival signaling (10, 14, 15), along with the prominent behavior TAM display in functioning as drug reservoirs that accumulate substantial TNPs and redistribute their cytotoxic payload to neighboring tumor cells (11). Complementary cell depletion experiments ultimately demonstrate that TAM are required for RT-mediated effects. We show that a single dose
of RT enhances vascular bursting via a cascade of changes to the tumor vasculature and microenvironment, improving TNP delivery.

**RESULTS**

**Quantitative IVM reveals coordinated changes in the tumor microenvironment after RT**

Multiple studies now document the effect of RT on various disparate features of the tumor vasculature, myeloid populations, and tumor cellularity; nonetheless, little has been done to quantitatively integrate such measurements at a systems level to discern how various features interact and collectively shift upon therapeutic intervention. To address this need, we combined single-cell multicolor imaging, automated image segmentation, and multivariate statistical analysis to distill key RT effects (Fig. 1). Briefly, the tumor vasculature of HT1080 human fibrosarcoma-bearing mice was imaged using an intravenously administered fluorescent 70-kDa dextran conjugate; tumor-associated phagocytes including TAM were imaged using a recently developed protocol with dextrancoated 20-nm nanoparticles (NPs) administered 24 hours before imaging (3); and tumor cells were imaged by the transgenic nuclear-localized 53BP1-mApple reporter protein. Live-animal time-lapse IVM was performed using a dorsal window chamber over the tumor, which enabled acquisition of multiple z-stack images of typical dimension (318 μm × 318 μm × 100 μm) with submicron resolution (Fig. 1A). Fluorescent dextran revealed vascular structure immediately upon tumor perfusion. Semiautomated image segmentation of IVM data quantified various features of cellular distribution and endothelium geometry within the tumor (Fig. 1B). This analysis pipeline was validated by manual measurements and alternative labeling strategies, showing roughly 95% average accuracy (fig. S1, A to D). Over time, effective macrovascular permeability of the tumor vasculature was calculated from the gradual extravasation of dextran into the tumor tissue (16). Together, 16 features were derived from a cohort of tumors as a baseline description of the tumor microenvironment (Fig. 1C; see fig. S1E for absolute quantification).

Given previous evidence that TNP delivery to tumors occurs indirectly through TAM (11), we hypothesized that RT could maximally improve TNP accumulation under conditions eliciting TAM increase. Therefore, we developed a custom platform for conformal window chamber RT (fig. S2) and followed a previously optimized treatment scheme showing that 5-Gy local irradiation enhances TAM after 3 to 4 days (10). We used IVM to examine what impact RT had on not only numbers of TAM but also their spatial relationship to vascular structure and tumor cell features.

Analysis of individual tumor features revealed that multiple properties of vessel geometry, permeability, and phagocyte localization all change with RT (Fig. 1C; see fig. S3A for representative images). Most substantially, RT-treated tumor vessels were larger and more permeable and exhibited a higher fraction of TAM located in close proximity to vessels (within 5 μm). Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) of RT-treated tumors provides examples of porous and partially denuded tumor endothelium (fig. S3B), which supports the IVM evidence of enhanced permeability. To understand how such changes in the microenvironment related to each other, we performed a principal components analysis (PCA) to decompose the different IVM measurements into two main regulatory axes or principal components. The PCA scores and loadings plot offer a statistical interpretation of how individual measurements correlate with each other (by their loadings) and how aggregate differences in the ensemble of measurements collectively shift for a given tumor (by their scores). In this unsupervised computational approach, no a priori information is provided to segregate data from the different treatment groups; nonetheless, PCA scores signaled a natural partitioning between tumors that had been irradiated and those that had not (Fig. 1D). Furthermore, PCA loadings indicated a close correlation between features related to larger vessel size (surface area, diameter, and volume), dextran permeability, along with the perivascular localization of phagocytes. These features (Fig. 1D, highlighted in light blue) all increased with RT, and their proximity in PCA loadings suggests that perivascular macrophages are directly influencing vascular permeability and, consequently, drug delivery.

**Relative TAM increase in tumor xenografts and patient tumor biopsies after RT corresponds with enhanced TNP uptake**

We next studied the dynamics and generalizability of tumor-associated phagocyte enrichment after RT. Using a reporter mouse expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) in TAM via a knockin into the Merck exon 1 (Fig. 2, A to C), along with 20-nm dextran NPs as described above (Fig. 2, D and E, and fig. S2), we performed noninvasive longitudinal imaging of tumors to track cellular changes over time. With both of these phagocyte-labeling strategies, the ratio of phagocytes to tumor cells in HT1080 xenografts remained unchanged for 2 days after RT: Phagocytes were outnumbered three- to fourfold by tumor cells, which were found at roughly 20 cells per 10^4 μm^2. However, by 3 to 4 days after RT, relative phagocyte numbers increased by >50% and diminished again by 11 days after RT (Fig. 2, A to E). Similar phagocyte increases did not occur without RT, indicating that the changes were not merely a coincidental feature of tumor growth.

TAM enrichment was driven by a corresponding decrease in tumor cell density, as determined by IVM (Fig. 2B) and evidence of radiation sensitivity in an in vitro clonogenic assay (fig. S4A). In contrast, imaging showed that phagocytes did not substantially decrease (Fig. 2B). As further evidence, we monitored cell proliferation in vivo by measuring how a cell-labeling dye decreases in brightness as cells divide. After intravenous dye injection, one of two bilateral tumors was irradiated. Three days after RT, phagocytes were labeled with dextran NP, and the following day, tumors were excised and analyzed by flow cytometry for dye brightness. Irradiated tumor cells exhibited higher dye concentrations compared to their matched unirradiated counterparts, indicating RT-induced growth arrest (fig. S4B). In contrast, phagocytes and other stromal cells showed no enhanced growth arrest during this time frame, likely because they minimally proliferate in situ and, in the case of TAM, may arise from unirradiated hematopoietic tissues and monocyte reservoirs (fig. S4B). To study an immunologically defined TAM population, we again performed flow cytometry on matched irradiated and unirradiated bilateral tumors. Three days after RT, animals were treated with a model polymeric TNP encapsulating a cytotoxic cisplatin prodrug (Pt NP) (11), and the following day, tumors were excised and analyzed for CD45^+CD11b^+CD11c^+F4/80^- TAM amounts in relation to tumor cells. Consistent with the imaging results, flow cytometry indicated a decrease in tumor cell density but no effect on TAM density (defined by cells per milligram of tissue). Consequently, RT caused a 3.5-fold increase in the number of TAM relative to tumor cells (Fig. 2F).

To investigate whether similar changes occur in patients, we analyzed TAM amounts in breast and cervical cancer biopsies obtained before and within 10 days after localized RT. Cervical cancer patients were biopsied 1 week after 9-Gy whole-pelvic RT (fractionated 1.8-Gy
QDx5) (17), and breast cancer patients received single-fraction high-dose radiosurgery (15 to 21 Gy) 10 days before lumpectomy (18). For an unbiased automated analysis, we inferred TAM amounts using a validated computational platform for assessing immune cell abundance (19) by mining available RNA microarray data sets (17, 18). Results show that TAM were the most up-regulated among more than 20 cell...
types measured when analyzing biopsies before and after RT (Fig. 2G). The greatest TAM enrichment occurred in those patients receiving the highest RT dose, 21 Gy (fig. S4C), although 9 Gy (cervical cancer; Fig. 2G) and 15 Gy (fig. S4C) both showed effects. This may be the result of increased tumor cell killing at higher doses, as we observed using HT1080 in the in vitro clonogenic assay (fig. S4A). However, in the xenograft model, we found that higher irradiation (15 Gy) failed to markedly enhance phagocytic NP uptake in tumors compared to 5 Gy, although both doses showed greater effects than with 2 Gy (fig. S4D).

We next tested whether RT-induced TAM enrichment corresponded with higher TNP accumulation in the tumor. As a syngeneic immunocompetent model of breast cancer, we used 4T1 mammary carcinoma cells implanted into mammary fat pads. Two fluorescently labeled model TNPs—a liposome and a polymeric micelle (Pt NP)—were injected intravenously 1, 2, and 3 days after local tumor irradiation.

The day after liposome and Pt NP injection, tumors were excised and analyzed by fluorescence for TNP uptake. Just as with the TAM analysis, RT effects on TNP uptake occurred 3 days after RT, roughly doubling tumor TNP numbers (fig. S5A). We next asked whether RT exerted a similar impact on solvent-based drug formulations or whether the delivery enhancement was specific to TNP. Doxorubicin is clinically administered both as an unencapsulated drug or encapsulated within PEGylated liposome (DOXIL). Using the same 4T1 model, either unencapsulated or encapsulated doxorubicin was administered 3 days after RT. The following day, tumors were excised, digested, and analyzed by high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) for doxorubicin content. Although RT failed to substantially enhance unencapsulated drug accumulation, the liposomal-encapsulated doxorubicin (DOXIL) was detected at 300% higher concentrations (up to 4 μM) in the irradiated tumors (fig. S5B).
We next used flow cytometry to parse the degree to which enhanced TAM and TNP amounts in the bulk tumor corresponded with drug exposure in tumor cells. Using the HT1080 tumor model, we intravenously injected Pt NP labeled with two distinct fluorescent dyes that enabled measurement of both the TNP vehicle (PLGA-BODIPY630) and its cytotoxic Pt payload \([\text{C}_{16}-\text{Pt(IV)}-\text{BODIPY}]\) 3 days after RT (11). Twenty-four hours after injection, tumors were excised and analyzed by flow cytometry for drug uptake in tumor, using a human-selective CD29 antibody. Consistent with the bulk tumor analysis, we found that RT increased uptake of both TNP vehicle and its cytotoxic payload in tumor cells (fig. S5C). TNP payload delivery was roughly 40% greater in tumor cells compared to increases in TNP vehicle (fig. S5D), and previous research shows that this is caused by redistribution of TNP drug from TAM to neighboring cells (11). Less than half (44%) of increased drug exposure to tumor cells from RT occurred through direct uptake of TNP vehicle (fig. S5E), determined by fitting flow cytometry data to a model of TNP delivery and drug release (11). The other half is attributable to payload redistribution, where the TNP vehicle releases payload either in the tumor interstitium or after having been taken up by neighboring TAM, as previously demonstrated (11). Consistent with this model, Pt NP causes greater DNA damage in tumor cells' neighboring phagocytes that have accumulated high amounts of the NP vehicle (11). Here, we tested this model using a fluorescently labeled liposomal irinotecan and found similar results: Tumor cells' neighboring phagocytes that had accumulated high amounts of liposome exhibited greater amounts of DNA damage response (fig. S5F).

Although distinct TNP formulations display different physicochemical properties, rates of systemic clearance, and rates of uptake by macrophage (fig. S2), using confocal imaging, we found that the nanoformulations distribute to phagocytes in irradiated tumors with >90% overlap. In other words, >90% of phagocytes that accumulate any nanoformulation will also accumulate another coadministered nanoformulation (n ≥ 3; fig. S6). Patterns of payload redistribution, metabolism, and activity after being taken up by TAM may be different across TNPs, and analysis of these patterns extends beyond the scope of this work. Nonetheless, colocalization across nanoformulations and phagocyte labeling strategies, including the use of dextran NP (fig. S6, A to C) and the MerTK \(^{\text{ACFP}}\) fluorescent reporter model (fig. S6D), suggest that TNPs tend to accumulate in similar TAM populations, even if at different rates as measured in vitro (fig. S2).

**TAM colocalize with dynamic bursts of permeability in irradiated tumor vasculature**

On the basis of the above evidence, we hypothesized that RT could enhance TNP delivery to tumor cells (i) by increasing the TAM amounts as already noted and (ii) by influencing macromolecular extravasation efficiency in a TAM-dependent manner, allowing more TNPs to directly reach tumor cells. Analysis of the initial IVM data set already suggested a close relationship between perivascular TAM and vascular permeability (Fig. 1D). Vessel permeability was the most heterogeneous among all 16 tumor features (fig. S7A; see movie S1 for representative data) and correlated most closely with perivascular phagocyte content (fig. S7B). To better understand these observations, we closely examined time-lapse images of dextran extravasation. Surprisingly, we found not just spatial heterogeneity but also highly dynamic extravasation behavior. As shown in several examples (Fig. 3), periods of minimal dextran extravasation were interrupted by large bursts in vascular effusion, especially on thicker vessels with phagocytes nearby; similar heterogeneous burst effects were observed using fluorescently labeled TNPs. Although some bursts were observed in the absence of irradiation, occurrences increased considerably 3 days after RT (Fig. 4A). Statistics from multiple bursts across multiple tumors indicated that they happened at random times after dextran administration, with some bursts occurring immediately and others occurring only toward the end of the time-lapse imaging session (fig. S7C). Bursts often happened in groups, such that multiple bursts on multiple vessels in the same tumor region would occur at similar times (fig. S7D), suggesting that bursts may be caused by local microenvironmental cues. Burst dynamics were generally observed within a single image frame of 5 min (Fig. 4B) and produced a transient 6.4-fold increase in effective vessel permeability within that time, as averaged over all bursts. Consistent with the PCA (Fig. 1), we found that hyperpermeable bursts were more likely to occur on larger vessels that are closely neighbored by perivascular phagocytes (Fig. 4C). Averaging the permeability measurements for a burst region over the full 2-hour time-lapse largely erased the marked differences in local effective permeability between neighboring (within 300 μm) tumor regions that contained no bursts (Fig. 4C). This effect may be attributed to the transient nature of these bursts, combined with the potential of other effects, such as interstitial diffusion and lymphatic clearance. Nonetheless, effective average permeability, even as averaged over the entire time course, was still 2.2-fold higher in RT-treated tumors than in untreated controls (Fig. 4C).

**Computational modeling provides a mechanistic basis for burst features**

To mechanistically comprehend how dynamic bursts may be occurring, we developed a 3D nonlinear partial differential equation (PDE) model of macromolecular and TNP transport and extravasation. The PDE model was parameterized using published data (table S1) combined with the imaging data acquired here, and in silico experiments were then performed to test the effect of various features on burst behavior (Fig. 4D). We first tested the effect of pore size and found that bursts were most prominent with a dynamic vessel opening of >1 μm in diameter (fig. S7E). This result matches the imaging data showing initial dextran protrusion from the vasculature with a diameter ranging from 5 to 10 μm (Fig. 3). Such length scales suggest large intercellular gaps in the vascular wall (for example, as seen by TEM; fig. S3B) rather than intracellular transcytosis mechanisms, which occur on a smaller length scale (20). PDE modeling demonstrated that larger vessels seen with RT treatment (Fig. 1C) lead to greater bursting because of the higher fluid volume source (fig. S7E), although higher luminal fluid pressures in these vessels may also contribute. The PDE modeling likewise matched the imaging data in showing that bursts occur on a very rapid time scale (Fig. 4D). Finally, decreases in interstitial fluid pressure that are consistent with past RT reports (21) and imaging evidence of reduced tumor cellular density relative to TAM (Fig. 2) also lead to enhanced bursting, as predicted by PDE modeling (fig. S7E). We used PDE modeling to predict the impact of NP diameter on vascular bursting and observed little effect (fig. S7E). To compare the relative importance of all parameters, we performed a sensitivity analysis by quantifying how vessel bursting changes in response to alterations in underlying rate constants and physicochemical properties. This result showed that extravasation at a vessel burst site (red bars) mostly depends on the size of the vessel pore; outside of burst sites (blue bars), the burst’s pore size did not affect extravasation behavior (Fig. 4E). Vessel diameter and interstitial fluid pressure both highly influenced extravasation, more so at burst sites compared to elsewhere in the vessel; in contrast, permeability...
of the extravascular tumor tissue (hydraulic conductivity) and NP diameter had less substantial influences (Fig. 4E and fig. S7E). Overall, these results provide a mechanistic explanation of how microscopy observations, such as increased vessel diameter (Fig. 4C), contribute to enhanced vascular bursting.

TAM depletion reverts global RT-mediated shifts in the tumor microenvironment

We next tested whether TAM are required for the effects of RT on tumor vasculature, dynamic bursting, and enhanced TNP uptake. Mice bearing irradiated tumors were cotreated with clodronate liposomes (clod-lip) to systemically deplete phagocytes, and tumors were imaged and quantitatively analyzed just as in Fig. 1. To ascertain general patterns in tumor microenvironmental features, we hierarchically bi-clustered data in an unsupervised manner and found that RT-treated tumors only clustered distinctly in the absence of clod-lip (fig. S8A). As expected, clod-lip treatment reduced the amount of perivascular phagocytes. Additionally, other RT-increased features including vessel diameter, permeability, and number of bursts also substantially decreased with clod-lip cotreatment (fig. S8A). A statistical classifier combining all 16 tumor features to differentiate irradiated from unirradiated tumors inferred that cotreatment with clod-lip completely reverted the irradiation phenotype (Fig. 5A). We next examined the effect of clod-lip on RT-mediated TNP uptake using three model TNPs: fluorescent liposomes, Pt NP, and dextran-coated NPs. As previously shown, we observed 2.6-fold enhanced TNP uptake within the bulk mass of irradiated tumors (Fig. 5B). In contrast, no difference in uptake was observed between irradiated and unirradiated tumors in clod-lip–treated mice (Fig. 5B). Thus, TAM and perivascular phagocytes are required for RT-mediated changes to the tumor microenvironment and corresponding improvements in TNP delivery.

Radiation combined with cyclophosphamide enhances dynamic vessel bursting and TNP delivery

To determine the potential of RT combination therapy with other tumor-priming treatments, we cotreated tumors with RT and the DNA alkylating agent cyclophosphamide. Previous reports show that cyclophosphamide enhances TNP delivery to tumors several days after treatment, primarily through decreasing tumor cellularity and interstitial fluid pressure and therefore facilitating drug extravasation and penetration (22). We hypothesized that such influences on the tumor microenvironment could be beneficially combined with RT effects and indeed found that cyclophosphamide together with RT yielded the greatest increase in TNP uptake compared to either treatment alone ($P < 0.002$, two-tailed $t$ test; $n \geq 12$) (Fig. 5C).

For liposomal irinotecan, the measured liposome vehicle accumulating in the tumor increased from 1 to 6% ID/g (injected dose per gram of tissue). Delivery of the polymeric NP vehicle (PLGA-PEG labeled with PLGA-BODIPY630) was lower compared to the liposome formulations, possibly owing to a shorter plasma half-life (fig. S2), but nevertheless increased with RT and cyclophosphamide treatment (Fig. 5C). For liposomal DOXIL, the doxorubicin payload itself was measured by HPLC to increase from 1 to 4%, which corresponds with an increase in tumor concentration to 8 $\mu$M (Fig. 5C). A similar 600% increase was seen in the 4T1 orthotopic, syngeneic model of breast cancer, where combined RT and cyclophosphamide increased tumor...
concentration to 7 μM (fig. S8B). Average tumor mass at the time of TNP treatment ranged from 150 mg (Figs. 5C and 6A) to 250 mg (fig. S8B), and therefore 1 to 1.5% ID accumulated in the combined cyclophosphamide- and RT-treated tumors. For all three nanoformulations in the HT1080 model (Fig. 5C), pooled two-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed significant independent effects of both RT ($P = 0.03$) and cyclophosphamide ($P < 0.001; n \geq 12$) on increasing TNP tumor deposition.

Increased TNP delivery with RT and cyclophosphamide corresponded with tumor microenvironment changes. For instance, in agreement with previous observations using cyclophosphamide, we found that combined treatment with RT and cyclophosphamide substantially decreased tumor cellularity by 38% while not substantially decreasing phagocyte density (fig. S8, C and D). Notably, the correspondingly enhanced bursts of vessel permeability were observed to be of larger area than as seen with RT alone (fig. S8, C to F). Computational PDE
modeling agrees with these data (fig. S7E) and predicts the area of burst extravasation to increase with decreased tumor cellularity and interstitial fluid pressure. Supporting this model, interstitial fluid pressure has been directly measured to decrease by ~30% with cyclophosphamide treatment (21).

**RT synergistically improves longitudinal drug efficacy in a nanoencapsulation and TAM-dependent manner**

We next addressed the questions of how RT affects longitudinal response to TNP treatment and whether these effects depend on either nanoencapsulation or TAM. We irradiated one of two bilateral HT1080 tumors and then monitored tumor growth over time. By itself, RT stalled tumor growth (P = 0.011, two-tailed t test, n = 5) (Fig. 6, A and B). Consistent with previous reports using this tumor model (11), clod-lip treatment alone affected neither untreated nor RT-treated tumors. Next, we examined a standard solvent-based irinotecan formulation and the recently U.S. Food and Drug Administration–approved liposomal irinotecan (Onivyde) combined with RT in blocking tumor growth. Consistent with previous reports (23), we found solvent irinotecan to be relatively ineffective; furthermore, combined solvent–irinotecan and RT provided no discernible benefit over RT alone. In contrast, liposomal irinotecan blocked tumor growth in unirradiated tumors and completely eliminated most of the RT-treated tumors. Although TAM depletion had little impact on tumor growth in the absence of TNP, TAM depletion using clod-lip significantly reduced the efficacy of the nanocapsulated irinotecan both in unirradiated (P = 0.047, two-tailed t test; n > 6) and irradiated (P = 0.02, two-tailed t test; n > 6) tumors. As a metric of synergistic tumor killing, irradiated tumors shrank most compared to unirradiated tumors when liposomal irinotecan was used, especially in the absence of TAM depletion (Fig. 6C). We used two-way ANOVA tests to quantify synergy and found significant synergistic interaction between liposomal irinotecan and RT (P = 0.03, two-way ANOVA interaction term; n > 5). With TAM depletion, no significant synergy was found between RT and TNP treatment, nor was synergy found between RT and the solvent–based irinotecan formulation (P > 0.05, two-way ANOVA interaction term; n > 5). Overall, these results are consistent with the above experiments showing that nanocapsulated drugs accumulate to a greater degree in irradiated tumors through TAM-dependent changes in the tumor microenvironment.

**DISCUSSION**

Here, we use a combination of computational tools and in vivo microscopy to find new principles of how RT can be used as a neoadjuvant therapy to prime the tumor microenvironment and enhance TNP delivery. Despite efforts to optimize TNP physicochemical properties, such as size, shape, and binding affinity, extensive heterogeneity in drug delivery across patients and tumors (3) has remained a barrier to efficacy and clinical translation. Rather than focus on engineering TNPs to specifically accumulate in certain types of tumors, here we hypothesized that therapeutic intervention could rewire
the tumor microenvironment to generally promote delivery of multiple nanomedicines already in the clinic. Previous work has examined the influence of RT on vascular architecture, angiogenic pathways, and vessel permeability. However, in general, there has been a gap between disparate anatomical observations, cellular and immunological behaviors, TNP cellular uptake and redistribution, and longitudinal disease progression. By using semiautomated multivariate methods at several levels of analysis—from image segmentation to downstream network-level statistical interpretation—we identified key features of how the tumor microenvironment responds to RT and which variables facilitate TNP delivery. In particular, we found that RT-induced vessel thickening, tortuous vascular branching, and perivascular TAM localization all combine in enhancing vessel permeability via dynamic bursts of extravasation. TAM depletion reverts RT-induced vascular changes, blocks dynamic bursting, and reduces the tumor-killing benefits of combining TNP and RT.

Our results are consistent with a series of past observations describing RT-induced morphologic changes in vasculature (24–26). Across the 16 features of the tumor microenvironment measured, we found average vessel volume to increase most. Past reports have used electron microscopy, histology, and the genetically engineered MMTV breast cancer mouse model to observe enlarged vessel lumens after RT, most prominently noted several days after treatment (24). This past report found that RT led to a sinusoidal-like endothelium and the development of submicrometer holes in the microvascular network formed by transluminal pillars, which was posited to be the result of intussusceptive angiogenesis (24) and may contribute to the vascular bursting described herein. As a complementary process, small-diameter capillaries have been reported as more radiosensitive, so that vasculature shifts to larger-diameter vessel distributions after RT when the small capillaries are destroyed (25). Large fenestrated and tortuous vasculature has long been associated with vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and nitric oxide (NO) signaling (27), and both have found up-regulated in irradiated endothelium (26). Angiogenic factors, along with reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS/RNS) including NO, likely contribute to the enhanced permeability observed here. Past studies have shown that anti-VEGF treatment blocks vascular bursting (8), and clinical trials have examined the combination of anti-VEGF therapies with RT (28). Here, we found that RT-induced vessel enlargement, enhanced tortuosity, and increased vascular bursting could be co-opted for selective TNP delivery and improved tumor killing.

We found that TAM are required for RT-enhanced vascular bursting and drug delivery (fig. S9), which is supported by recent reports describing a role for bone marrow–derived myeloid cells in the post-RT tumor microenvironment (29). In particular, studies demonstrate that Tie-2+ monocytes and TAM interact with irradiated tumor endothelium via paracrine signaling to facilitate endothelial cell survival, vascular remodeling, and angiogenesis (8, 30). Leukocyte interaction with endothelium is further modulated via the up-regulation of cell adhesion molecules, such as ICAM-1 (31) and galectins (32), after irradiation. Through a variety of computational approaches and validation with TAM depletion experiments, we showed that perivascular TAM, particularly on larger-branched vessels, are required for enhanced vascular bursting.
and permeability. We and others observed that RT stimulates a significant increase in TAM relative to tumor cells (Fig. 2) (10, 15), and the clinical relevance of this finding is further supported here using a new analysis of 56 matched pre- and post-RT patient biopsies (Fig. 2G).

The applicability of combined RT and TNP treatment is broad: More than half of all cancer patients undergo RT at some point, ongoing clinical trials for TNP and immunotherapy frequently use RT, and advanced RT techniques, including proton therapy, image-guided RT, and intensity modulated RT, are continually improving. Immunomodulating and DNA-damaging treatments aside from RT also can improve TNP delivery, for instance, as has been noted for the alkylating agent cyclophosphamide (22). The effective combination of RT, cyclophosphamide, and TNP tested here is highly translatable, considering that ongoing clinical trials are evaluating the triple therapy. Our results have implications for how such studies are designed with respect to sequencing RT and TNP administration. RT may also combine with other approaches for improving TNP delivery, including local hyperthermia, ultrasonication, and blood pressure modulation. Given the prominent role TAM and other myeloid-derived phagocytes play in nonatherosclerotic delivery, it is likely that the technique will apply to other NP platforms, including those based on carbon nanotubes, quantum dots, dendrimers, albumin, and transition metals such as gold. Clinically, it is often difficult to treat tumors with high TAM amounts (33), and combined RT and TNP may be a successful approach in such cases.

Despite their advantages, combined RT and TNP have some limitations. RT is less common for tumors that are difficult to irradiate without affecting neighboring radiosensitive tissue. Especially at higher doses (≥15 Gy), RT carries risks including fibrosis, infertility, and bowel damage. Encouragingly, we found that the lower 5-Gy dose was still effective in enhancing TNP delivery. Cancer cells may become radioresistant, which could be problematic, considering we found that tumor cell response was a component of microenvironment priming. Although RT dose fractionation was studied here in one example (Fig. 2G), most analyses used a model one-time dosing regimen. Thus, future studies may explore how repeated rounds of treatment, fractionated RT, and the potential emergence of resistance may influence the tumor microenvironment. Here, we found that TAM were beneficial for drug delivery, yet this observation may depend on the tumor type and particular nanoformulation. For instance, in some cases, systemic phagocyte ablation may actually improve tumor delivery by decreasing hepatic clearance and extending systemic pharmacokinetics (34). Ideally, future studies may develop strategies to combine RT and TNP enrichment with inhibition of phagocytic uptake in the liver. Overall, the integration of imaging and computational methodologies presented here, together with the principles of tumor priming via TAM-dependent vascular bursting, has a general application to multiple clinical therapeutic settings.

### MATERIALS AND METHODS

#### Study design
The hypothesis was that RT pretreatment would enhance the accumulation of TNP in tumors. Image studies and drug accumulation measurements were designed to measure the effects of RT on vascular structure, phagocyte content, and drug uptake. Tumor caliper measurements assessed the long-term impact of combined RT and TNP treatment on tumor progression. All experiments were performed with at least three independent replicates, as specified in figure legends; data collection methodology and randomized treatment group assignment procedure were predetermined; and no outliers were excluded. Cohort sizes were informed by group sizes of previously performed experiments and their corresponding power analyses (3, 14). Researchers were blinded to groups during caliper measurements, and additional automated computational measurements were performed using equally applied algorithm parameters. Further materials and methods details can be found in Supplementary Materials and Methods.

#### Animal and cell models
Experiments were performed with female mice that were 5 to 10 weeks old at the start of the experiment. For human HT1080 tumors, 2 × 10^6 cells were bilaterally implanted subcutaneously into nude/nude mice [Cox7, Massachusetts General Hospital (MGH)]; once tumors reached 6 mm in diameter (2.5 weeks later), treatment was initiated for imaging and/or flow cytometry analysis. Every other day, mice were weighed and caliper measurements were averaged from two independent researchers, and tumor volumes were calculated according to a spherical model (V = 4/3πr^3). In all experiments, animals were euthanized once tumors reached a size more than 10 mm in diameter or their health deteriorated (body condition score of 2 or less). For the breast cancer model, 5 × 10^5 4T1 cells were bilaterally implanted into the thoracic mammary fat pads of BALB/c mice (the Jackson Laboratory); about 7 days later, RT and/or TNP treatment was initiated once tumors were palpable. Purchased in 2012 from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC), the mouse cell line 4T1, along with the human cell line HT1080, was authenticated by the vendor and routinely tested for mycoplasma and MAP contamination. Cell culture followed the manufacturer’s guidelines. Transgenic HT1080 cells (33BPI-mApple) were produced as previously described (35). All animal research was performed in accordance with the guidelines from the Institutional Subcommittee on Research Animal Care.

#### Radiation therapy
For all RT, a dual source 137Cs Gammacell 40 Exactor (Best Theratronics) was used with a custom-built lead shield comprising two 4-cm-thick lead slabs, a lucite immobilization platform, and a metal frame for positioning within the Gammacell center RT field (fig. S2). Corner posts (3 cm) separated the two slabs from each other to accommodate the lucite platform, and sides did not require shielding given the photon source directionality. A 2-cm aperture was cut through each lead slab to allow local irradiation. Before use, dosimetric studies using standard film-based and thermoluminescent dosimeter techniques showed the average dose in the center of the aperture to be 68.5 ± 3% (mean ± SD) of that delivered with a fully open field. Dose at 2 cm inferior to the aperture was 95.6% lower than in the aperture center. The Gammacell holds a published dose rate accuracy of ±15%. Immediately before RT, mice were anesthetized via 87.5 mg/kg ketamine and 12.5 mg/kg xylazine intraperitoneally, immobilized on the lucite platform with surgical tape, and irradiated individually according to the calibrated Gammacell dose rate of 0.6 Gy min⁻¹.

#### IVM imaging
An Olympus FV1000 confocal multiphoton imaging system was used with a XLMPLFLN 20× water immersion objective (numerical aperture, 1.0; Olympus America); 2× digital zoom; sequential scanning using 405-, 473-, 559-, and 635-nm diode lasers and a DM405/473/559/635-nm dichroic beam splitter; and collection of emitted light using beam splitters (SDM473, SDMS560, and/or SDM 640) and emission filters BA430-455, BA490-540, BA575-620, and BA655-755 (all Olympus...
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Radiation therapy primes tumors for nanotherapeutic delivery via macrophage-mediated vascular bursts
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Culling cancer by vacating the vasculature

Although it is important for blood vessels to maintain barrier function under most conditions, in cancer therapy, vascular permeability enhances drug delivery to tumors. Miller et al. used intravital microscopy and computational modeling to show that a single, low dose of radiation therapy could induce transient, dynamic, and localized vascular “bursting”—increased permeability, coinciding with extravasation of fluid, cells, and nanoparticles from blood vessels in tumors. Along with vascular bursting, radiation enlarged blood vessel volume and the number of tumor-associated macrophages in mouse xenografts and patient tumor biopsies. These tumor-associated macrophages took up drug-laden nanoparticles, inducing greater drug delivery to tumors. This study demonstrates an alternative strategy for improving targeted nanotherapy delivery by modifying the local tumor microenvironment rather than the nanoparticle itself.